Initiation and execution of locomotion elicited by diencephalic stimulation: regional differences in response to nembutal.
At moderate levels of Nembutal, within the anesthetic range, locomotor stepping can be elicited by brain stimulation. We determined if Nembutal (7, 14 and 28 mg/kg) had different effects on locomotion elicited by stimulation at different brain regions. Two regions were compared: the medial forebrain bundle (MFB, 13 sites) and the areas medial and dorsal to it (MED/DORSAL, 20 sites). Locomotion was produced by electrical stimulation (50 microA, 0.5 msec pulses, 10 to 160 Hz) of unrestrained rats in a rotary runway. The latency to initiate locomotion and the time to complete 1 revolution of the rotary were measured. With no drug, MFB locomotion was initiated sooner but took longer to complete than MED/DORSAL locomotion. Nembutal at 7 mg/kg did not affect initiation of MFB or MED/DORSAL locomotion. Nembutal at 14 mg/kg shortened MFB initiations, but this dose prolonged MED/DORSAL initiations. Initiations with both types of sites were blocked with 28 mg/kg. The 7 and 14 mg/kg doses prolonged the locomotor completion times of the MFB sites but not of the MED/DORSAL sites. The results indicate that the response to Nembutal differs qualitatively for locomotion elicited by stimulation of the MFB and locomotion elicited by stimulation of the medial and dorsal hypothalamus. The mechanisms underlying the difference remain to be elucidated; they may relate to nonlocomotor behaviors also elicited by stimulation or to the motivational states reflected in those behaviors.